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Introduction

The goal of this challenge was to make a game that only use regular playing cards. It is allowed to 
remove cards from the deck or use multiple deck of cards. The theme of the game must be to Science 
Fiction and Religious Warfare.

Components

The only thing you need is 1 deck of cards per player with the jokers. Each player removes 1 suite from 
their deck. They must all remove the same suit. (If hearts are removed, then it's hearts for everybody). 
Here is the definition of the cards:

2-10: These are ship cards. The number represents the strength or the number of ships.
A: Flag ship cards, this card is the strongest ship card.
J,Q,K: These are hero or commander cards that can be assigned to a fleet.
Joker: Represent the pope and his decoy.
Each suite represent a different empire that owns the ships.

There are 2 discard piles in this game, one for the discarded cards, and 1 for the destroyed cards. To 
prevent mixing up the stack, discarded cards are face up and destroyed cards are face up sideways.

Rules

Setup: At the beginning of the game, each player shuffle his deck and draw 9 cards.

Each player play their turn in clockwise order.

Deploy Fleets: The first thing the player does is deploying fleets from his hand. The size of a fleet 
cannot be less than 3 ship cards. They must be of the same suite and they must be sorted by number 
where Aces is the strongest card. The cards are placed face down in front of the player. A commander 
card can be added on the top of the pile face up, if there is no commander in the fleet, then the top card 
of the fleet must be revealed. Other players are allowed to know how many cards there is in a fleet.

Reinforce Fleet: A player can add ship card to a fleet already deployed or he can add a commander 
card to a fleet without commander. Reinforcing with ships count as a deploy fleet action and it will 
prevent the fleet to attack this turn. The ships cards are placed in number order. Any face up cards in 
the stack remain face up. Adding a commander does not paralyze a fleet.

Attack: Fleets that were not deployed this turn can be used to attack opposing player. The player chose 
a fleet and a target adjacent player. The defender can decide to block the attack with one of his fleet if 
the suite of the cards does not match the suite of the attacking fleet. Once the fleets are matched, the 
battle is resolved.



Battle resolution: Each player set their commander on the side, they will give a special power to the 
rest of the fleet. Then both player reveal the top card from there deck, the player with the lowest cards 
is placed in the destroyed pile. The winning cards is set aside. In case of ties both cards are destroyed. 
Aces always wins battles, the only way to destroy an ace is when both player have an ace. 

When the first battle is done, players continue the same process with the rest of their fleet. When 1 
player run out of cards, the battle is over.

Bombardment: For each surviving attacking ship card, 1 card can be destroyed from the defender's 
stacks. The attacker chose which cards to destroy.

1- Deck: Take the top card from the opponent's deck and place it in the destroyed stack.
2- Hand: Take a random card from the player's hand and place it in the destroyed stack.
3- Discard Pile: Take the top card from the discard pile and place it in the destroyed stack.

If a player lost any cards from his hand, he draw back to 9 cards. If a pope(joker) is destroyed in the 
process, all damage left are ignored. It prevent a player to kill 2 pope with 1 strike.

Commander effects: Fleet commanders have various effect on the combat resolution.

K: All units get +2 to their strength.
Q: When a player wins a battle, instead of destroying the opposing card, he place it in his discard pile.
J: Each surviving defending ship card prevent an attacking ship card to bombard

Commanders are only destroyed if no ships cards are left in the fleet at the end of the battle. Else a 
player can only lose a commander when a he gets bombarded.

Repairs: When the battle is done, both players place their ship in their discard pile in any order they 
want.

End of turn: At the end of the turn, a player can discard as many card as he wants. The player does not 
show the cards discarded, he makes a stack of face up cards where only the top card is visible. Then the 
player draw up to 9 cards.

Popes: When a player loses both pope cards, the player is eliminated. This is why it is important to 
protect those cards by keeping them in your hand, or discarding them wisely.

Victory: There are different possible victories. Either you must be the last player standing, or either 
you need to destroy a certain number of enemy popes to win the game. That number should vary 
according to the number of player. In a 2 player game you must eliminate your opponent, but not 
necessarily in a multi-player game.


